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Eric Klein: Children of the lightworkers who Ascend and when you Ascend if you
have children they will Ascend also. They will be accelerated in age to the same 
age that you are so I am warning you now that your parenting days are over.

Many will experience what you refer to as death upon this world, who do not 
make the choice to be evacuated as of the last lifting. They will be transported to a 
place that is fitting their level of evolvement. Those who make the choice to 
evacuate as I am referring here to the final evacuation, wherein all human beings 
will have the opportunity to leave, this is just before the cataclysmic events, this is 
as we predicted, will occur.

Those who have enough love in their hearts to be lifted to give themselves to the 
lifting process but are not yet ready to ascend will be kept and served in third-
dimensional craft and will be able to be transported to planets where they will feel 
the most comfortable and can continue to work out their karmas.

Those who are not open to the lifting process to be evacuated will most likely 
experience the death process and their souls will be evacuated without their 
bodies. Those who are here in the guise of human beings but are truly dark lords 
and those of other types of emanations will be dealt with summarily, some will be 
returned to the central sun for a restructuring.

There are many beings here upon this world who do not belong on this world who 
have created chaos from the moment they set foot upon this planet and who have 
enslaved other beings, the more innocent mass of humanity, with their various 
powers and power plays and desires for dominion, fallen angels etcetera.

All are existing and all will be dealt with and there is a great deal of reordering 
that is taking place throughout the Universe at this time. The reordering 
mechanism has reached the Earth and now the Earth will be reordered in 
alignment with the will of the Father. So no being will be punished but all beings 
will be taken to where they can be more in company with those they are aligned 
with. 



So that those who are Ascended Beings will be only with Ascended Beings and 
those who are other-dimensional humans but still have an innocence and an 
openness to growth will be with their own kind will not be subjected to these 
powers and the dark presences.

The powers and dark presences will be given opportunities to change their ways 
but those who do not will most likely have to be disintegrated and restructured. It 
is possible for a soul to die. 

All of these things will be left behind. You will not feel such a loss at leaving them
for you will be filled with more, more presence and more power and more of that 
which you have left behind, but still there is a part of this path which is like 
leaving. It is almost like dying.

It is almost as if you are planning on leaving the Earth in the usual fashion, the 
custom fashion as human beings do these days, by leaving their bodies behind. 
And as this path becomes more real to you will feel perhaps that you are on some 
level making a preparation to do that very same thing. 

For some of you who have relationships with those who are not on the Ascension 
path or who may make another decision you will come to grips with your choice 
regarding whether to stay with them or to leave. And this is a very profound choice
for many, a very profound realization.

Again, I would like to point out to you that you will have the consciousness, the 
consciousness awareness, because of your preparation, to understand your choices 
fully. To understand what it means to choose to stay behind and what it means to 
choose to go on the Ascension waves. 

So this also makes it easier for you to understand, you will have the experience 
that you are not so much leaving the world but you are going first to draw those of 
the world with you because there is truly not going to be a third-dimensional 
reality left to stand on in this planetary experience.

First of all I would like to say do not criticize yourself for your supposed level of 
unconditional love that you have attained. This is part of the play and part of the 
drama of your life and your learning as well as the learning and experiences of 
those you are speaking of.



So do not be harsh on yourself, judge yourself harshly because of your apparent 
limitation in this regards. I think that it is inevitable for you and fir all others who 
are still on the third-dimensional reality to have a certain amount of discomforting 
experiences with human beings, especially those who are not opening to spirit and 
to their higher-selves.

And I can see your frustration, it is something difficult to experience when one has
such a desire for peace and love and that unconditional openness. It is not to be 
overly concerned that you need to be in a particular space or place. Be more 
concerned with your continual practice of meditation and preparation, opening 
your heart and learning what you need to learn and asking your questions and 
attending your channelings, whatever you are using to assist you. 

If you do this you need not fear that you will be left behind or that you will be in 
the wrong place at the wrong time and that you may have a regret that you did 
something wrong. You may abolish these thoughts from your mind. I assure you 
we know where you are in each moment. 

And also the effect of the Full Moon on human beings is well-noted. It is an 
intensification of their energy and if you are on an Ascension path and particularly 
focused in meditation at that time it will intensify your meditation. Ashtar refers to
this as a harnessing the energy of the Full Moon. 

If you are unfocused of course you have all experienced, that it makes you feel 
more crazy. So what we do in effect, what the Ashtar Command does or can do is 
to use this energy to boost their own projections, their own energy fields somewhat
and it makes things a little bit easier for them, in the lifting process. I cannot get 
into much greater depth of this for the scientific capacity of the channel is limited.

This does not mean to say that the first wave will necessarily only occur at Full 
Moons but with the current balance of the situation it is the Full Moon times 
which are most likely. The Full Moon we are headed towards, one occurring on 
Saturday I believe, will be particularly powerful so take heed all of you and 
meditate around this time between now and then and shortly after the Full Moons 
through the weekend. You never know.



You might say the Ashtar Command is at a higher state of alert at this time waiting
for the word from above for the first wave to take place. I am not particularly able 
to tell you what the critical balances or the number that is required, this is far too 
advanced of an understanding even for myself to be able to share with you but the 
critical mass for the first wave is greatly enhanced over what it was some months 
ago.

Also the situations of Earth plane and the transformation of the Earth's energy is 
quite a bit more advanced also, so you may say that it is a very difficult equation, 
it is not an equation that can be easily resolved, it is something that requires the 
master mind, the master computer of the Father to know when that exact time is 
right.

So for us we are doing our best and you are doing your best to prepare and it is our
hope that any of those who you know that are perhaps awake and aware of this 
information somewhat to share it with them and attract some more volunteers. 
That is the number one criteria of what we are waiting for as far as I understand it.

But there are also other factors involved. You might say that if there were a great 
cataclysm to take place, if the final cataclysm were to begin the first wave would 
definitely occur immediately. So we are monitoring the Earth changes as well.

The solar system that the Earth is in is entering a portion of the Universe that is 
going to result in drastic cataclysms and shifting of the pole and the 
electromagnetic field which will result in the Earth entering its Ascended state and 
all life as it exists in the third-dimension being forced to vacate the premises. 

So knowing this as we did long ago, this likelihood, inevitability I might say for 
this occurs with all planets eventually who are in this stage of development. It is 
not something that is just limited to Earth, it is, you might say, a pattern or a 
program. So the Earth's program in three dimensions is up.



[Changes to different portion of channeling]

This is Archangel Michael, speaking with you, or let me say a part of myself. Let 
me begin by saying that each of you in your bodies, in your various emotional and 
spiritual bodies and physical bodies, have connections with all different aspects of 
your third-dimensional life.

These attachments, you might perceive them as cords of attachment and the 
Ascension process requires these psychic connections to be relinquished at the  
time of your lifting. It requires that you let go because you are going to be lifted 
and these cords to going to want to hold you back, hold you down you might say.

Like the tethers that hold a hot air balloon. And as you begin to lift in 
consciousness prior to your actual lifting there is no doubt that you will begin, if 
you have not already, to feel these cords, to feel these areas of attachment and 
perhaps they will begin to feel more discomfortable to you as you are aware of 
them, for it is not a pleasant situation to be so bound to limitation.

So tonight I will be working with you to assist in severing your psychic 
connections, again I want to reiterate that we are not going to affect the way you 
feel about your loved ones in so far as causing you to lose your love for them. In 
fact, you will most likely feel more love.

And I am going to offer to you my services in this area. I am going to offer my 
presence to help you when feel the need for detachment, the need for freedom and 
protection from third-dimensional experiences, third-dimensional creations of 
negativity. I offer you my protection whenever you call upon me.

Now visualize a pyramid completely surrounding you, I would like each of you 
this time if it is your choice to call upon me Archangel Michael and ask me 
internally within your heart to sever your psychic connections with three-
dimensional reality.

So you may begin to feel yourselves returning to your original place, your  
pyramids descending or whatever have experienced. Your pyramid will lift, open 
at the bottom and lift and return back to its source and ask that you be lifted and 
ask myself, the other Masters to assist and severing your psychic connections.



If you do this regularly you will find yourselves becoming quite a bit more light 
and quite a bit more free in your aspect in your consciousness, regardless of your 
degree of experiencing my presence, when you call upon me I am with you. 

I will give you an affirmation that you can use also in your daily lives to assist you
in your protection and detachment from three-dimensional reality. 

“I am invincibly protected against all human creations.”

You will definitely find that you desire a little bit less involvement with three-
dimensional consciousness and this will assist you in that attainment. 

So all of those emotions that you still tend to experience that are more of a dense 
nature; anger and fear and resentments and guilt, all of these type of experiences, I 
am asking you to open yourself to let go of them, to release them. I am not asking 
you to analyze yourself or to judge yourself, in fact, I am asking you to begin more
and more to unconditionally love and accept yourself just as you are.

For it is your unconditional acceptance of yourself without self-criticism or 
judgment that allows the lessening of the grip that you have upon these energies 
that have been retained within your emotional bodies. If you are still feeling a 
worthwhile experience of guilt for some reason, you are in effect closing your grip
around this experience, feeling that it is a valid experience for you something 
necessary that you have deserved this particular experience.

I say to you you do not deserve any of these experiences. There is no valid reason 
that I can see why anyone of you should feel guilty for any reason. Why any of 
you should feel pain or suffering, anger or fear. I am not saying you will not 
experience them, I am simply saying there is no valid reason for you to. 

You do not deserve to experience them. You are light beings, you are beloved of 
us. You are divine beings who have incarnated here for a distinct purpose, that 
your purpose is coming to fruition at this time as you realize more and more your 
missions and your divine selves are coming to the forefront taking more control of 
your daily lives and your decisions and your choices.



So in effect it is time to release the limited part of you as best you can, open to this
process and open to the divine self. Unconditionally, that it might flow through 
you, that is might ease all of the suffering that you still have contained within you. 
All of the limited experiences.

Your part in this is really very simple, I am bringing this to your awareness, to 
your attention. This aspect of the work we are doing with you simply so that you 
will be more open to the process and you will allow a little bit more, for truly the 
work is being done by us in conjunction with your higher-self.

It is not something that you need to dwell upon in your meditations, how to 
particularly release yourself from any certain emotional density. It is for you only 
to be aware of the process as it unfolds with clarity and trust and acknowledge the 
work that is occurring. It is a matter of your loosening your grips upon those dense
energies which are still surrounding you to certain extents.

It is your awareness of the process that allows you to have the trust necessary to 
flow through it most gracefully. Fear that you out of your right place, fear that you 
are off the path, fear that you will not be lifted, fear that you are not worthy, all of 
this must go. All of this is like a cloud around you.

So the antidote to fear is trust and faith and surrender and acceptance. You need to 
have a profoundly personal attachment and connection to your guides, to myself 
and the other Masters who are working with you, so that you can flow through 
these changes, so that when your lifting does occur, you will be ready, you will be 
at the very doorway, you will be so prepared that it will be a very natural 
occurrence to you.

And at that point it will be very unlikely that you will experience fear and that fear
that will tend to make you change your mind at the last minute. In the meantime, 
while you are waiting for the Ascension waves, while your are waiting for your 
lifting you will have a more beautiful life, you will have more peace and 
happiness, a more expanded experience.

You will be closer to your guides, able to receive their emanations of love and able
to surround yourself with self-love, for I tell you, the intensity of the emotional 
cleansing is not going get less it is going to be enhanced even further.



And you all have a head-start on this process, you are all, believe it or not, very 
clear beings, despite what you may experience from time to time in your lives. 
You are the cream of the crop on planet Earth. This will occur and it will continue 
to occur until you are at a state where you are very free from this.

And you will find that all of this apparent work has been well worth the effort. So 
again, your guidance is all important for it will give you the faith, your experience,
your experience of truth will give you the faith and the trust to go through this and 
to allow the process to allow it, it will give you the detachment necessary for these
densities have often become ingrained in our personalities you might say.

And so it may seem to you that part of your personality is falling away or a part of 
yourself and it may feel a little bit difficult at times or a little challenging, 
sometimes very challenging, and if you have enough awareness you will be able to
detach from the process enough and you will have your goal firmly set before you.

So that you can allow the quick result of our endeavors with you and allow those 
things which need to fall away, to fall away, and that is what they do, they fall 
away. Your effort in this regards is very minimal, it is more a matter of being 
relaxed and continuing on your path with faith.

As you know there are many techniques that therapists use to release anger and 
different emotions that are limiting so if you feel inspired or guided to take 
advantage of this sort of experience, do so. 

Believe me we are with you one hundred percent in all ways. So again the result of
all of this is joy. We will work with you, we will bathe your emotional bodies in 
our healing energies, you may call upon the violet flames, Saint Germaine's 
specialty, with regards to this if you are feeling density, if you are feeling  
limitation.

There is great assistance for you there. It is all matter of your learning to identify 
with yourselves as light beings rather than as limited beings. We will enhance the 
light to the point where you can not avoid it any longer. Don't worry that you will 
miss the boat, that you will not be contacted in a certain important ways, at certain 
important times in your life.



We will connect with you more ever possible and whenever necessary to assist you
in this process. So accept yourselves throughout your process allow the process to 
take place, whatever manifestation occurs, do not judge yourselves, believe me all 
of the beings who have taken this path before you, all of the Ascended Masters 
who have had the experience of incarnating in three-dimensional life have 
undergone the same experiences you are undergoing, have felt at times lost and 
overwhelmed and had at other times felt blissful.

What they did to ensure their success and their Ascension was simply to allow the 
process, to love themselves regardless and to identify more with the truth than 
with the process or the limited external experience. 

This is possible, it is not likely but it is possible in some rare instances, the process
that they will undergo will be somewhat different. You see they will have to have 
to have a light body created for them but it is our aim that as many as possible will
take this path. So it is possible for a non-starseed who has given himself to the 
light, of course. 

If you are using your intuition and discrimination with regards to who you are 
sharing the information with and I hope you are, this is not something that is 
destined to be, at least at this time, shared with the mass of humanity. It is 
something to be shared among those who are open to it, so those who are open it 
are generally starseeds or those who are would be candidates. 

So I would say with regards to your sharing the information it is important to get 
the word out and yet it is not important to convert others to believe in a certain 
way who are not open to it, you see, it is more a matter of discovering those beings
and you will receive intuitional guidance, of course, as to who you might share the
information with. 

You see how special you all are, so stop walking around thinking you are ordinary 
human beings. It is a little bit different manifestation when one has been an 
Ascended Master, you see, it is somewhat that there is something waiting for you 
overhead. Waiting to reconnect, you see, you have voluntarily separated 
yourselves from your light bodies, from your merkaba vehicles, in order to 
perform this service that you are undertaking.



You have made a somewhat of a sacrifice in the name of service and in the name 
of your own growth of course. This is why it is much easier for you to appreciate 
the Ascension having somewhat of a memory of it, an awakened memory at this 
time.

And this is why it is so difficult for others to even understand what in the world 
you are talking about. Once you have attained to your Ascension to your light 
body, it is always connected to you through the channel of your higher-self. In 
fact, the more responsibility that you take on in your Ascension, in your conscious 
Ascension, the more you will find yourselves quickening in your growth and in 
your development, the more you will find yourselves Ascending. 

For truly the Ascension is, and can be a gradual process culminating in the final 
event.

You will experience more and more the feeling of lifting, the feeling of expansion 
and you will find yourselves coming face-to-face with your limitations as we have 
discussed also. This will be an indication to you not that you are doing something 
wrong but that you are in fact expanding beyond all limitations and all beliefs, old 
creations. You are going to be entering a new territory in consciousness.

So first of all I would like to recommend as we have been saying all along that you
continue your meditations, continue to call upon the manifestation of your light 
body and continue, above all, to call upon myself or Jesus and the other Masters 
on a daily basis. Take time each day to do this in whatever way works for you. But
it is more and more important that you have a strong sense of guidance internally. 

It is important that you have an experience of the Ascension process unfolding to 
you. If this becomes merely another new age philosophy you will find yourselves 
drifting perhaps a little bit in a less direct path, in a less intensified growth pattern 
towards the Ascension.

Call upon us to fill your lives with joy, in the meantime you have in taking this 
course as we call it in connecting with us in this way and in the ways that you have
in your own work, you have strengthened and enhanced your connection with us 
dramatically.



Know that the last days that you spend upon this planet are intended for you to 
experience in great joy and love and peace, excitement. Your last days on this 
planet are intended to be enjoyed and can be enjoyed, for you will find as a benefit
to this Ascension work that you are doing, all the release work that is occurring 
with you will result in you having an experience of life that is somewhat lighter 
and somewhat more enjoyable, your very presence of your physical bodies and 
your health and well-being will increase.

As well as your ability to contact a great presence of love and healing within 
yourselves, in your internal work. So it is a time of joy and celebration, again, do 
not wait for that day to begin celebrating. Share with one another and support one 
another. And open to the miracles that are to take place. 

Your Ascended Master training can begin long before you are an Ascended Master.
You will find times when your own mind will try to tell you that it is all crazy and 
it will never happen. I'm telling you this in advance so that when it happens you 
will, you can say I told you so. These are like clouds that you walk through. 

It is not for you to be dissuaded or to put overly a lot of energy into this. But know
that it will arise. For your faith will be tested. One of the prerequisites to those 
who are going on the first wave will be a rather fully developed sense of faith. 
Faith and trust which you will be developing more and more, which will be tested 
in small ways and if you pass the tests continually you will find yourselves 
Ascending a little bit at a time. And waiting joyfully for the main event. 

This is necessary, this aspect of faith, it is very important and it is not in saying 
faith I do not mean blind faith, I do not mean in believing something that you have
heard from some channel or other, I mean faith in your own experience, faith in 
your own heart's knowledge of what is true for you. So again, it is all important 
that you connect with this Ascension process within you, to feel that miraculous 
growth that will take place more and more and this will be the source of your faith.

And when you find yourselves confused, call upon us and seek that silence 
wherein we can speak to you and share with you our love. We have ways and 
means of connecting with all of you. It is extremely helpful and important for you 
to maintain some contact with others in your group and to support one another. 
You can meditate together, you can channel for one another, you can come to the 
groups that are occurring at this home. 



This is somewhat of a center for starseed support group, as I sometimes call it. But
we will not ourselves know when the final moment will be until, perhaps, an hour 
or two before. Those requirements, above all, it is a sense of love as we have 
spoken about. And a lack of fear and an experience of surrender.

These are the main attributes you will have. In those last days I would say you 
may feel a great deal of intensification of the release process, you may feel a 
stirring up of your emotional bodies, a stirring up of those belief patterns and the 
limitations, all of that, whatever is remaining in you to deal with, you may find a 
great deal of release occurring, an intensification. 

If you begin to feel this in your lives perhaps you could focus more on your 
meditations, give yourselves to our counseling. This will prepare you for the 
lifting if it is occurring, if it is to occur at that time. And the final hours before the 
lifting takes place you will feel the connection, you will feel the presence of your 
guides, you may feel myself, you may feel Jesus, Sananda as we call him, or other 
guides, other Ascended Beings who you are working with.

You will not be alone at that time. You will feel an exaggerated presence of your 
guidance and at that time you will begin to feel a great deal of inner-peace and 
clarity. Again I am speaking generally. But I think this will be true for ninety nine 
percent of you and you will at that time mostly likely feel in this presence of your 
guidance and in this calm and ease and you will be most likely drawn to 
meditation.

Drawn towards quiet and peaceful surroundings where you can give yourself to 
spirit, or you can enjoy the experience of surrendering, for you will have an 
experience of those areas where you are attached to the world. You will find your 
connections are still somewhat in place, your attachments with your Earthly life 
and those relationships you have had and there you will have your opportunity to 
choose whether you wish to relinquish these attachments or remain behind.

I sincerely request that you open yourselves to the possibility of letting go at that 
time. What you let go of will be taken take care of, it is not so important as you 
think and what you are going towards is much more important than you can know 
at this time. And it is quite enjoyable, this peace and this etheric-type of 
experience.



Even though you will be conscious that you are in your bodies and meditating or 
whatever you are doing. And there will come the time when you with your guides 
sitting in silence, being in silence will be presented most likely with an internal, a 
very pronounced vision of a window, some sort of an opening.

It will be perhaps look like a window to your doorway opening up and it will not 
be quite as subtle as perhaps the light that you meditate on within. It will be more 
pronounced than that. In fact, you can see it with your eyes open or closed. It will 
be that evident. 

In general this will be the experience again if it appears in a slightly different 
manifestation for you, then do not hesitate. Go with your faith and trust, go with 
your feeling. In that final moment you will make the choice on your own to walk 
through that window or to remain behind.

You will be with your guides prior to that moment and immediately following that 
moment, but in that exact moment that you walk through the window, that you 
walk through the doorway into the light, you will be on your own, you will have 
the feeling that you are on your own. For it is your individual choice to do so.

It will occur to you spontaneously, you will know what to do, you have been 
prepared sufficiently for that. And as you walk through the light, through the 
window, you perhaps will be able to see on the other side, a panorama or some sort
of scene and you will see guides waiting for you and you will again be connected 
with guidance immediately following this. You will be lifted at that time.

So there will be a sense of trust that you will be exhibiting and there will be a 
sense of faith also and this is why there is an necessity for you to pass these tests 
of faith and trust. So have no fear. Fear will arise but it will not have its source in 
your Ascension, it will have its source from previous experiences on Earth, 
coming up to be released.

So you can begin this, this is part of your Ascended Master training. You can begin
it now. But primarily number one, your service is to yourselves, to nurture 
yourselves, to facilitate your growth on this path, this is your primary 
responsibility.



Number two, whatever you can do to network this information, whatever you can 
do to reach out to other starseeds who are not yet aware of this process and this 
imminent event, for as you know we are requiring a certain critical mass or a 
certain number of volunteers, otherwise the Ascension will not have the needed 
impact.

This is something to be accomplished from heart to heart and only through the 
heart energy is this truth communicated. You will be Ascended before you return. 
And you will never be de-Ascended again. You cannot Ascend without a body. 

Being here on the Earth has enhanced your spiritual growth and progress many 
many times. It is not that you have done nothing up until the point where you have 
Ascended, you have all done a great deal in many lifetimes and in this lifetime to 
assist others and to share love and to work upon the evolvement.

So some may feel that their work is done and others may feel that they would like 
to have one last shot at doing what they can do. Perhaps you will find a space of 
time where for some few hours or even some few days you feel totally at a loss to 
cope with reality. Again, this is why it is important to continue to connect with one
another to share for you will going through processes, sometimes very intense 
ones. 

It helps to have another who understands the process, to share it with. The 
technologies that we have available to us will be brought to Earth after the Earth's 
cleansing. You will be gathered in the lifting and Ascension process, you will be 
taken home for your origins are quite diverse, you see. Many of you are from very 
different sections of the Universes.

You will return to your homes or choose to remain on as an Earth Master for a 
time but ultimately after your work here is done, for the most part, you may have 
the opportunity to be taken home or to return to that planet home, home planet or 
home area that you emanated from. If you feel drawn to or are home sick for this 
particular manifestation, some of you will feel more at home with the Earth after 
having been here for so long.

But nevertheless the Universe will open its doors to you and you will be able to 
travel through the Universes, through the dimensions, experience the marvels of 
creation. If you are meant to be somewhat of a command center as this place is 
there will be platform in place over that, [a boat?] it is a communications center.



And the channel who is existing here, the channels who are here are connecting 
more and more with the beings who are operating this platform. In another aspect 
it could be said to be the merkaba vehicle of the channel who is addressing you. So
in effect you have all merkaba vehicles over you at all times.

The channel is perplexed himself about how to deal with this aspect of his 
connection with this particular ship and...[cuts to next portion of the channeling]

Ask and you shall receive. This is part of the connection that we are asking you all
to make, connect with your guidance, the Ashtar Command has fully-functional 
operators on duty twenty-four hours a day. 

All beings who have left their bodies and are in the intermediate state, let me say, 
awaiting new bodies who are in the non-physical state will attain to a level of 
evolvement or a level of experience based upon their particular evolvement. He 
may end up on another planet.

END PART TWO


